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Defends Actions in Hearing

Thursday, December 5, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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'Dogs' (;nduring Hell Week
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Hell Week. The phrase con- Omega Psi Phi was rewarded many people had been asking
jures up visions of sweaty ma- with a special spirit trophy this about the possibility of having
rines, filthy clothes, and bared year in recognition of its leader- another function of the same nature, the fraternity was thinking
ship in campus activities.
teeth.
tentatively about giving another
They
were
the
first
and
only
At UNM, Hell Week is condance.
siderably less ominous, at least Greek association to hold and
organize
a
pep
rally
this
year
Omega Psi Phi is both locally
for members of the Lampados,
and they have been active in help- and nationally a predominantly
Omega Psi Phi's pledge class.
Instead of grimy visages, the ing the cheerleaders and Chap- black fraternity. At the present
"Dogs" or participants in Hell arrals in their efforts to improve time, the fraternity is one of the
smallest groups on campus, with
Week carry shoeboxes filled with· campus spirit.
eight active members and thircandy and fruit which they pre600 People
teen pledges.
sent to the "Big Brothers," (the
Their sweetheart dance, A
active members of the fraterni- Night in Jamaica, was attended
ty) as they meet them around by an estimated 600 people and
campus,
was well received. "Both students
Aside from the painted shoe and faculty were dancing. You
boxes, Omega's "Dogs'' can be don.'t see that too often," said
SUPPLIES
identified by their shaved heads Sam Johnson, president of the
and their practice of bowing Omega pledge class.
20% DISCOUNT
whenever they present a gift
Johnson also said that since
from the shoebox to a Big
Shiva Oils o& Water Colors
Members of the Omega Pei Phi Brother.
Brushes- Canvas
pledge class (1-r) Louis Dul:ican,
·1
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Strangely
Silent
Allen Herring, Sam Johnson, and
Stretcher Bars & More
If the pledges seem strangely
John Brown, display the bald
LANGELL'S
silent this week, it's because talkheads that are a part of their fra·
2510 Central S.E.
Makers of rtnnd rttllllle
ing is forbidden by the Big Brothtemity's initiation.
A~ross From Johnson Gym
ers. The Dogs are closely watched
Indian Jewelry
by Harold Bailey, the Basileus
OLDTOWN
(president) of the fraternity.
This sounds like old-fashioned
fraternity "hazing," but the Lampados feel Hell Week, like their
other campus activities, leads to
a greater unity within the fraternity, and increases their feelreached in a three-hour confer- ing of campus involvement.
STEREO-PAK
MUNT.
.
ence which included university
Six of the thirteen pledges have
·~
•
administrators, the president of been "honored" by being named
From
the student body, several faculty "Dogs" for Hell Week. They were
members, and a legal adviser.
chosen on a basis of academic
achievement and participation in
fraternity activities by the OmePlus
ga actives and William Naylor,
associate
dean
of
students.
FOUND
Student
Actives Start
FOUND: In front of LOBO office, a. pair of
Discount
lady's glasses. Owner mny claim at Rm.
After Hell Week ends, the
159 Student Publications.
honor of becoming an active beFOR RENT
You can't beat the Muntz sound-and you certainly can't
gins. Until the remaining memTWO GIRLS or TWO BOYS to share my
bers
of
the
pledge
class
particibeat the Muntz cost. Go out and compare. Like us, you'll
home in N.W. $50 month or $25 each.
After 6 p.m. at 344-9965.
pate in a Hell Week of their own
choose Muntz 4-track! Muntz car stereos cost as little as
at the end of the semester, the
FOR SALE
$~9.95, and are sold and installed by us.
new actives will be "neophytes"POPE PAUL poster 'Tbe Pill is a N<>-No/'
Afriean chest sets,. Jasmine soa'p, wood
still at the bottom of the fraternchimes. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central SE.
ity but with renewed spirit.
'\
CAR RADIO SERVICING ALSO
GE ·~swinger.. "Partable tilpe Teeordem, A cThe
enthusiasm
and
spirit
of
DC Battczy. Used, minor repairs needed.

ART

Omega Psi Phi

Black Students Expelled
From Oshkosh University
OSHKOSH, Wis. (CPS)-Wisconsin State University at Oshkosh has tentatively expelled 91
black students who were involved
in a major disturbance last week,
and began its Thanksgiving vacation six days early.
About 100 persons were arrested Thursday (Nov. 21) on the
campus, and the university's administration building was damaged.
The disturbance started after
University President Roger
Guiles refused to accept a list of
demands from the black students,
who number 111 out of a total
enrollment of about 11,000.
The demands were for more
courses in b1ack culture, history
and language. The students also
demanded a fund "to secure black
speakers, purchase black literature and aid the financing of the
Afro-American Center.''
The decision to expel was

Some years ago there was a man
whose business was tanning hides.
One day he decided that if one
could take an old, stiff, ugly, bigpored hide and turn it into a beautiful1 small-pored soft piece of
leather .like a glove- then, somehow the same miracle could be
wrought with human skin- particularly since there were living cells
with which to work.
He experimented with his own
skin, using in a modified form the
things used in tanning hides. At 73
he had smooth, unblemished skin
like that of a much younger man.
From this original discovery
evolved MARY KAY COSMETICS.
You, too, can enjoy this beauty
secret. Let me show you that "No
Woman Need Ever look 401"
Call to arrange a fascinating and
complimentary facial With instruotions in correct beauty procedures.
Goldialu Stone 296-5823
,
Your Mary Kay Beauty Consultant.
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Capt. Kenneth Brown, professor
of naval science, said yesterday he
feels he has done no injustice to
any individual and seeks faculty
support for his action.
For nearly two hours, Brown
. was questioned by members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
committee regarding his actions
during the Navy ROTC demonstrations Oct. 22.
Regarding his investigations,
Brown said, "I didn't conduct any
investigations. I did make inquiries be.cause I wanted to protect my
people and property."
He said he had made inquiries
only about Allen Cooper through
"outside agencies."
Not Under Orders
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Brown added he was not under
orders by the U.S. Navy to "investigate these people."
Brown also discussed the threat
of the demonstrations to the Navy
ROTC program. "The level of harrassment at UNM is 'X' times
what it was last year. The level of
violence across the country is
building," he said. "I'm thinking
of the protection of life, limb, and
property. Although there have
been no bomb threats on the Navy
ROTC building or arson, this does
not mean this is the end of it."
Brown said he works with the
campus police and looks to them

for protection. Brown said he was the ground."
worried during the demonstration
Brown emphasized he does not
because "we had a very limited se- intend to "stand idly by and watch
curity force. If that. number of personnel and property threatenstudents had wanted VIOlence, they ed."
could have pounded the police into
A report was made to Washing- ·"··-~-.-~• ~,.
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rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
biAL 247-4347

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Capt. Brown answers questions put to him by the
Academic and Freedom Tenure committee in a meeting last night concerning inquiries he made about a
suspended student, Allen Cooper.

UNM Young Republicans
have joined a group of students who are collecting signatures in support of the action of the Students Standards
concerning the suspension of
Allan Cooper, Larry Russell,
and Mannie Wright.
"We are not condemning the
students," said John Gillis, a
spokesman for the Young Republicans. He stressed that
the primary purpose of the
group is to support due process .
About 100 students are now
collecting signatures, Glillis
said.
Anyone interested in
signing one of the petitions
should go to any of the doors
to the Union, where individuals collecting signatures are
stationed throughout the day.

$39.95
10%

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers
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Johnny's TV & Stereo
Service

623 Amherst N.E.

Ph. 255-9774

Pittard. Hiller
To End Action
On Senate Bill
.

--

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor
Two student senators will drop
action on a bill they sponsored in
Student Senate Wednesday night
which proposed contracting with
private booking agency for future
Associated Students popular entrtainment bookings,
Senator Lee Pittard, who sponsored the bill jointly with Senato1·
George Hiller, said the bill would
be allowed to die in committe because he and Hiller had found
some of the wording and content
of the contract undesirable. ·
Pittard said he had been ill and
had not been able to read the bill
in its totality before its introduction to Senate.
The bill was drafted, Pittard
said, in order to free a $20,000
Popular Entertainment Committee "backup fund" for redistribution into the student government
reserve fund.
The backup fund was appropriated to the Popular Entertainment Committee for use in any
emergency financial problems that
might have arisen.
Hiller said the bill was drafted

No. 57
Senator Leonard DeLayo, who
because, "student government is
pretty pained for money right voiced opposition to the bil1 Wednow and Pittard and I thought the nesday night, said the Popu!:.:~;.
$20,000 could be better used if it Entertainment Committee had
was placed in the reserve fund." made an estimated $6000 profit
Hiller explained that the reg- since it assumed promotional duular student government reserve ties for entertainment bookings.
Delayo said Western Collegiate
fund was now under $2000.
The bill proposed that all on Productions had offered to manand off campus publicity, ticket age the booking for the Sergio
sales, and other promotional ar- Mendes concert on a 90-10 basis,
rangements be managed by Enter· but by dealing directly with Mentainment Consultants, Inc. with des' agent, the committee had
that agency receiving 90 per cent -been able to obtain a 60-40 arof the profit after expenses and rangement.
The committee negotiated dithe Associated Students receiving
10 per cent of the profit after ex- rectly with Simon and Garfunkel's
agents and had gotten an 80-20
penses.
Popular entertainment bookings arrangement with the maximum
were managed by We~tern Colle- student ticket price set at $4.
Delayo also said hat the redisgiate Productions last year on a
tribution
of the $20,000 backup
similar 90-10 basis, but promotion
fund
into
the
reserve fund would
was turned over to the Associated
Students after a conflict of inter- be unconstitutional since Article
VIII, Sec. 2 Paragraph A of the
est controversy arose last year.
The controversy arose when it ASUNM Constitution says:
"The amount of the student acwas learned that former Union
Activities Director Ken Gattas tivity fee and its distribution shall
was an employee of Western Col- be determined by the vote of a
legiate Productions. Hiller said majority of the students on that
that Gattas is now an employee of item in a regular election of the
Associated Students.''
Entertainment Consultants, Inc.

Faculty Asks l-leady,
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•Exercise Clemency'

...

IF YOU are waiting for tomorrow, lt'a too
late I Thunderbird deadline today. • • •
SUBMIT I Rm. 158, .TournaUam Bldg.

know that

.
'.

Capt. Kenneth Brown

armed camp," he said. "I feel I
should respond before the fact but
I have not done this to the degree
I want to or have been trained to
do," Brown said.
He added, "I still feel I didn't
do anything wrong.''
there were any federal agents at
the demonstration.

U. Republicans
Collect Names

'
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ton prior to the holiday, Brown
said, about his meeting with the
faculty committee.
Brown said that he did not think
"There are a number of things
I could do if I wanted to build an

•

Jan. 1.
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$25. ach. Call 277-2601 or see in Room
1134, Mesa Vista HaD.
ZENITH PORTAliLE STEREO. Like new.
Two speaker unitn each containing 8 in.
& 4 jn, spealter. Best offer. Call 268-8371
or 2<17-8705.
63 Volkswagen Sedan. Sunroof, radio. $750.
cash. Contact: Vermont, Box 4.77, PlaeitBll, New Mex. 87043,
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM, includes
amplifier, toner, ,j;urntable & speakers:
$200. Also for ealc, electric portahle
typewriter (Smith Corona 110) $130. Call
277-445L
CORVAIR OWNERS
Spoke wheel hubcaps (four) for 13' wheels- Half price,
like new. Call 242-6725 after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER WANTED by the week.
Mllllt have own trat~~~portatlon. Interested
Pl!n!DU! 11lease contact Mrs. Angel at
2323 Katheyn SE Allt. 4.26, Bldg. 28.
SERVICES
TYPING- TERM PAPERS. theses, ere.
268-8908. 505-A Kentucky SE.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reporfa..
progrmru, - letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notices o! meetings • lessons.
Prompt-<!fficient-reasonn.ble. Call 256'1373.
TYPING done in m;v home. Special ex·
pcrience with Edentific papers. CI03e to
~ 265-4990.
PERSONALS
CHRISSIE G. a UNM Englah maior i:3 in
love-and will soon be engaged to a boy
named Michael.
SAVINGS IH!fore student rates Increase
give girt snb!criptions to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYBOY. Other magazines availlablc
(including Esquire, Time & Atlas) at
•tudent rates. American Bank or Com·
mcrce in SUB for detmlo.
CHRISTMAS BRAND NAME Men's toiletries (Old Spice, .Jade, etc.) wholesale
prices• .Mnke your quick money on a ]egal
chain letter. Find out at 213 Come!! SE.
STUDENTS help your fcTiow students ignore the magazine ad in the student
director;v. Magazines at student rates
available at S.U.B. branch of American
Bank o! Commerce. Take note tbat some
rates. are going nP - PLAYBOY &
NEWSWEEK will be 25 per cent higher

Brown Seeks Faculty S upport

\

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
She's wringing her mitts
Crying 'Out! Out of Schlitz!'
No wonder the old girl is mad:'

,

.!

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrbough

President Ferrel Heady

UNM President Ferrel Heady 011ens last night's
university faculty meeting. The faculty voted 119-61
to urge clemency for three students appealing their
suspensions from UNM.

Faculty members yesterday in such ways as are most likely
voted 119 - 61 to "urge Presi- to p1•eserve both the fine tradident Ferrel Heady to exercise tions of UNM for rational a:ntl 1
clemency in his consideration of free discourse, and compassionthe appeals of students Cooper, ate concern for all.
Russell, and Wright!'
"We insist that all students
Following a voice vote, the fol- shall be able to pursue their education without harassment or inlowing resolution was passed:
"whereas oul' elected repl'esenta- terruption and that all faculty
tives on the Student Standards shall be able to pursue their
Committee have conducted them- teaching, research, and service
selves with dedication, patience, functions also \vithout undesircompassion, and courage, and, able interference.
whereas, Ferrel Heady, has in his
"I:f any part of the total proshort term as our president al- gram at UNM is to be questioned
ready evidenced in all his efforts by any individual or group; it
openness, integrity, fainress cour- shall be done within already
age, good sense, and compassion. established procedures and pro"Now therefore, we urge all cesses, and such questioning shall
persons at the university-facul- be ·based upon rational and free
ty, staff, students-and all alumni discourse with full respect for
and friends-to act henceforth the rights of others.''

..

..r-----~----------------------------------------------------------........................~..........................----------------
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New Dorms

Dorms
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We Don't Even Care If You Can't
Come Join The Lobo Staff
NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
WIRE EDITOR
NIGHT EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS
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REVIEW EDITOR
CARTOONISTS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
BUSINESS SUPERVISOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
CAMPUS CIRCULATION
MAILING
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The Lobo "On The Ball" Award goes to the "Lobo of the 'Veek" committee which is still honoring its April
2~-26, 1968 w!nner. The picture above the Union water fountain, near the cloakroom, has not been changed
smce last sprmg. Granted, the football season. wasn't aU that great, but •••
The I,obo, never one to criticize a fine performance, would now like to congratulate Lobo pitcher Ralph
Sallee for his 3-0 shurout against the University of Arizona, last April. After seven month's on the bulletin
board, Ralph Sallee is now a household word.

I
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The Editor:

THANK YOU
To The Ediror:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many people
who helped to make the Omega
Psi Phi pledge class Sweetheart
Dance, "A Night in Jamaica,''
such an overwhelming success.
My thanks go out to the contestants and the judges in the
sweetheart and Miss Lampados
contests, UNM faculty and staff
members, Associate Dean of Students William C. Naylor, the Hokona Hall staff and cafeteria
workers, Interfraternity Council
Pr~ideri.t Jack Pickel, Panhellenic Council President Suzanne
Aldrich, and the UNM student
body.
I would also like to thank Diane Chavez, Linda Mitchell, Jerutha Donald, my partner on "The
Taboo" African dance team, who
flew here from Bloomington, Ind.,
to participate in the show, the
members of the Omega pledge
class who presented the slave
line, John B. Brown, Gary I. Gor-

STAFF

Grant Harvey
Sarah Laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
Robinson, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Susan Craig
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony Lauderbaugh, Bob lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Grant Harvey
David Baker

can, and Richard Edwards, 0don, Allen Herring, Louis Dunmega President Harold Bailey,
and the Omega actives.
My special thanks go out to
The Lobo staff for their help in
publicizing the Sweetheart Dance.
Our fraternity stresses unity
on campus and it was gratifying
to see so many segments of the
UNM community together for an
evening of entertainment and
fun.
I sincerely hope that all those
who attended the dance had an
enjoyable evening and will attend
future Omega Psi Phi social
functions.
Sam Johnson
Omega Psi Phi
Pledge Class President
SHOT AT SUNRISE
To The Editor:
Allen Cooper, Larry Russell,
and Manuel Wright have been
suspended for one year, but from
the uproar you'd think they'd
been shot at sunrise. You protesters are so unrealistic about
the war that it is virtually impossible to pause in respect before
our country's flag without being
labeled a vicious militant by some
fantastic peacenik.
Those NROTC guys are not
thirsty for the blood of innocent
Vietnamese children. It is true
that in the action of battle, some
will have to kill men, but they
will do so because it is necessary
to protect this nation and those
we are pledged to help. If this
land turns against itself, our
heritage will. be wiped off the
earth.
Should the farmers, manufacturers, garbage men, doctOl'S,
bricklayers, and policemen all decide to go on LSD trips or have
love-ins and protest a war in
which we're damned if we do and
damned if we don't, you "peacelovers" would all starve, be beaten and robbed by hoods, and die
of dysentery or exposure in the
gutters.

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten, double spaeod. Name, tel.,_
phone number and nddrC!!l!l must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

Most of you are unrealistic;
the rest are just for the kicks of
protesting something. 1\fr.
Wright has suggested a very
peaceful form of protest. His followers should drink hot salt
water so that their retching will
disrupt classes. I wish he'd take
a good swallow himself, because
I'd like to rub his face inro his
own mess. Personally, this campus can do without these three
reformers.
Yvonne Kay
CUT THE CARROT TOPS
To the Editor:
"· .. Mrs. Thompson tried ro
imagine what they had been up
to • . . but she was afraid to ask
them for reasons.
"They might tell her a lie, and
she would have to overtake them
in it, and whip them. Or she
would have to pretend to believe
them, and they would get in the
habit of lying. Or they might
tell her the truth, and it would be
something she had to whip them
for. The very thought of it gave
her a headache.
"• .. While her mind ran on, she
kept the little boys hopping.
Cut the carrot tops closer, Herbert . • . Arthur, quit breaking
up the beans so little • . • get an
armload of wood , . • take these
onions and wash them • • • get
a broom and sweep the kitchen
• • get a shovel and take out
those ashes.
"Stop picking your nose, Herbert, how often must I tell you?
••• Arthur, bring me the vaseline
for Herbert's nose ••."
Katherine Ann Porter in her
1896-1905 farm story "Noon
Wine" told it like it was. (Yale
Review, autumn, 1956):
And then there is UNM-1968.
The administrators. Some kids
who have substituted nit-picking.
Some faculty who find immaturity less demanding than growing
up.
Mozelle Klein
7018 Guadulupe Tr.

(CPS)-Although the place of
the sexually segregated college
has been questioned since women
literally and symbolically began
wearing pants, this year's co-education advocates have some rather
imp1•essive support.
Recently at Princeton UniverA new women's dorm, men's
sity
a committee completed an indorm, and studl'nt commons builddepth
study of the merits of coing are being built between Santa
education.
The committee concludAna and Santa Clara.
ed that a male-female education
program would "greatly enrich
the cultural and social life of
(Princeton) students and would
tend to develop in undergraduates
(of opposite sexes) a sense of responsibility toward one another."
Solutions to the co-educational
than rooms at the older dorms, dilemma have been many. The
but the exact rates haven't been three primary plans are the
multi-college exchange program,
set, Smith said.

Exclusive

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Two new plush dorms designed
for greater privacy are scheduled
for completion Septembel' 1.
The dorms, as yet unnamed,
are being constructed behind Santa Ana and Santa Clara residence
halls. There will be one women's
dorm, one men's dorm, and a student commons building which will
contain a dining hall, office space,
and a lobby for the new dorms.
If the new dorms are completed
on time, Mesa Vista will not be
used next year as a residence hall.
Since the vacancies will make
the Mesa Visa remodeling easier,
Smith said that the lower-thanexpected enrollment "was no
catastrophy."
Smith added, "Mesa Vista needs
remodeling. It can be used as a
residence hall in future years."
The two new dorms and the student commons building will be
three individual buildings. Each
do1•m will house about 180 students. Each resident hall will be
divided into three of what Smith
referred to as "houses.''
Each house will be separate from
the rest of the building, except
for the basement. This arrangement is designed for greater privacy for the residents. "Only upper division students and graduate
students" will be allowed to live
in the new 1'esidence halls, Smith
said.
For each two rooms, there will
be one study room. The new dorn1
rooms will be smaller than rooms
in tl1e older dorms, but the old
dorms usually have only one
study room per floor. Smith said
the rooms would be carpeted, and
that one house in each dorm will
be four stories high instead of
three srories high.
Each resident will have two
keys; one to his or her house
entry door (each house has one
entry door), and one for the individual dorm room. Rooms at the
new dorms will be more expensive

I

Student Senators Lee Pittard and George Hiller are to be
commended for their prudence in dropping action on a bill
that from the moment of its introduction to Senate Wednesday night had all the appearances of being financially and
strategically unwise.
The two drafted a bill that proposed the hiring of Entertainment Consultants, Inc. to manage the booking of future
popular entertainment at UNM on a 90-10 basis with the
agency receiving the fat ha1f of the arrangment.
Pittard and Hiller said the primary intent of the bill was
to free a $20,000 backup fund appropriated to the Popular
Entertainment Committee and place it into the student government reserve fund because, Hiller said, "Student government is pained for money right now."
While the intent of the bill may have been commendable
the measure would have ignored the fact that the Popular
Entertainment Committee has so far this yar made a $6341
profit by dealing directly with the performers.
The best offer that the committee has received from a
booking agency this year has been the lopsided 90-10 arrangement. It seems unreasonable to even consider such
a contract while the committee is holding its own to the tune
of six grand.
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By ELI,EN LONGDEN

Nominations for Lobo Merit Awards
should he submitted to the campus editor
no later than Wednesday or the week it is
to be used. Please include illustration of
subject.

A Near-Blunder

.. , .. -

Co-Education Gets Boost

l

{

-~

From Pri.nceton Report

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
licatlons of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant wilh second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
cwthor solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
varsity of New Mexico.

Ready Next Fall

Editorial

-----

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Placitas

Presents

keli robe•Qtson
Folk- country- blues
EVERY SATURDAY

TUESDAY SPECIAL: 6-8 P.M. ONLY
V2 Gallon Draft Beer 65¢
You Must be 21 or over: We Check ID

_,.,....,_ 256-9953

Use Your Student 10!
Special Lunch Menu:
Everything Under $1.00!
Student Specials: Fri.-Sun.

TOMATO AND CHEESE PIZZA
Regular
With ID

Small
$1.25
$ .75

Medium
$1.50
$1.00

Large

$2.00
$1.50

NEWHOU'RS
T........sat•••••••• 11:30cna-1:00CIIII
Sun•• , .•.•••••• 11:30...,1:00cnn

Closed Mondays

StudentiD
Worth

Items

JEWELERS
Ad Contest Winning Letter

Down with Beauchamp and Company Jewelers' advertising campaign
in the New Mexico Lobo! Oh, to the unsuspecting eye it might have appeared merely innocuous, clever, and commercial; however, to the
initiated its insidious purpose was only too clear.
I don't want to suggest that I'm privy to sources of information not
ordinarily available to the great unwashed masses of students and
faculty on campus, but after I point out some of the more subtle aspects
of the ads in question, will anyone be able to doubt the existence of a
diabolical and malevolent genius lurking in the shadows, one who is at·
tempting to manipulate our minds in accordance with his evil desires?
First, the baubles, bangles, and stones sold by Beauchamp and Company, beautiful and desirable though they may be, unquestionably lead
to serious man-woman relationships. You see, already a step in the
direction of bondage (man's, that is). Next, notice the underhanded
appeals to the more sensuous elements of our Nature. For example,
what red-blooded specime.n of true American manhood could possibly
resist the "real woman" who deserved "real jewelry" in your ad? Last,
I can't help pointing out the shabby effort to trick us with the word
"cuality" in still another ad. It took me approximately three hours (of
what otherwise would have been studying time) to figure that one out.
Just imagine how much time it must have taken less intellectual readers!
As you can see, my case rests on unimpeachable logic. So aga!n I
say-if you're against boy and girl relationships, sensuous appeals to
our nature, and clever use of words-down with Beauchamp and Company's kind of advertising!
Warningly yours,
The Author of this lcucr must bring his copy to the Lobo business office no
later than Wednesday, Dec. II, 1968.5:00 p.m.

JUDGES

moiuue
1/2 price sale

Mrs. Sherman Smith-Faculty Wife
Father Crews-Canterbury Chapel
Mr. George Fischbeck-Alb. Pub. Schools & KNME
Prof. Tony,Hillerman-Journalism Dept. Chm.
Mr. John White-Assistant V.P. Alb. Nat. Bank
Our sincere thanks to the judges who labored mightily "rererereading"
the contest letters. Since the judging took place Monday night the sacrifice was compounded by missing "Laugh ln." Thank you dear people.

(get yours ... they're faster than
8 reindeer ... easier to park
... and
cheaper
to feed!)

And our thanks too, to all the writers of contest letters. We appreciate
your comments and thank you for your suggestions. We have recon·
sidered our decision to offer only one prize. We would like to award
an additional seven places and offer each of these a Skitch Henderson
record album.
One line from each of the additional seven letters is printed in random.
order below.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The, Baron of Beef
is an outstanding
restaurant.
You can enjoy them both
this weekend.

The basic aim of en advertiser is to pleasantly impress upon
Factors to be considered when judging the quality of a
I have found your advertisements in the LOBO to be refresh
While pouring over the various ads in the contest it came
The advertising campaign of Beauchamp and Co. Jewelers
It is an understatement to say that the Beauchamp & Co.
The purpose of an advertising campaign, a communicatio

\'

Authors of these letters may pick up their albums by pres&nting their
copies of the letters at our store. lhe name of the diamond ring· winner
will be published in the Beauchamp & Co. Advertisement next Friday.
Sincere Thanks

Open 'til12 P.M.
for playgoers.

A truly unique restaurant

gJ~ta?lpctJ-Cf6~

50¢

on Special

Becket is an
outstanding man.

~aronof~ee

the men's college while retaining
institutional autonomy and identity. Whel'C the women's college is
not built by the existing institution there is the problem of finding a comparable college to coordinate with.

Dear Contest Editor:

THUNDERBIRD

451~ CENTRAL N.E.

the co-ordinate college plan, and
total co-education.
Fordham, Hamilton, Columbia
and Harvard universities operate
on a co-ordinating plan. An affiliated wo1nen's college shares classes, professors, and resources with

49cc,3 h.p.

12Scc, 6.5 h.p.

175cc,9h.p.

99.50*

188.50*

249.50*

reg. $199

reg. $399

reg. $499

*in carton-small set up charge

~d.-e-~c'/~ /-~

6609 MENAUL BOULEVARD, N.E.
268-4480
(across Menaul from Coronado Center)
open evenings until 9:00 p.m.

with an International reputation
111 ROMERO, NW,, ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
IN HISTORIC OLD toWN
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C.alifornia College Violence

I

j
I

Police Threaten Students
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-Police with drawn guns· Thursday
routed demonstrators trying to
storm the president's office at San
Francisco State College.
As the chanting militants retreated, a 600 -man police force

marched onto the campus to quell
the uproar. Several Negro civic
leaders attempted to intervene in
the clash-the third in four days
at the strike-torn school.
· The officers then sealed off the
commons in the center of the campus but the college remained open.
Eighteen persons, including two
Negro leaders, were arrested. At
least two persons were hurt.
Although police occasionally
used billy clubs and tear gas the
melee was less violent than those
earlier in the week.
Scores of windows were smash-

I ··~·~··~·~·
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WHERE
BEFOREYOU
YOULISTEN
BUY

~~~~~ltl~~'tlll~
The area's most complete stereo music center

WINROCK CENTER

A DIVISION OF RECCO, INC.

jlJ(j

ed, parked cars damaged and a
trash can set afire.
Officers confiscated a loaded revolver and an explosive device
dropped by a militant.
The Negroes seized included Dr.
Carlton Goodlett, publisher of a
weekly newspaper, and the Rev.
Jerry Pedersen, a Lutheran chaplain at Ecumenical House, adjacent to the campus. The Rev.
Claire Nesmith, a white minister
at Park Presidio Methodist
church, also was arrested.
The arrests came when the Negro leaders placed themselvs between the jeering demonstrators
and police summoned by acting
president S. I. Hayakawa. Upon
reopening the school Monday
Hayakawa laid down firm regula~
tions banning demonstrations.
Goodlett was the first to be arrested as police ringed the demonstrator::; and Negroes on the commons after some of the militants
invaded the administration building but were forced to retreat by
officers firing mace gas cans.

RED BARON HANGER PARTY

IQD
Sat., Dec. 7, 8:00 P.M.- ? A.M.
Diamond M Aviation
At The End of South Yale
~
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All This For $1.00
Per Person
Presented By
UNM Flying Lobos

Door Prize AM- FM- VHF
Portable Aircraft Radio
Live Band
Liquid Refreshments
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Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

StageHands

N adene Blackburn prepares a
stained glass slide for the upcoming Rodey produciion of 'Becket.' The play opens Friday.

In

Versatility Stressed
In Theatre Activities

Concert

By SUSAN SMITH
"Most of the costumes for the
Staff Writer
productions are made by the cosLighting classes make jewelry, · tuming class. If anyone can't sew,
costuming classes work on Cathe- they learn," she said.
dral windows, and directing classCostumes ;fer each Rodey proes sew. Everyone pitches in duction are chosen by the director
and does what needs to be done at and costumer from designs subUNM's Rodey Theater.
mitted by students. Milburn MelCarolyn Sirkel, Rodey costume hop's designs were chosen for
director, worked on "stained "Becket," currently playing at the
glass" windows made with plastic Rodey.
·
doilies and lighting gelatins (mulA few costumes in each producti-colored transparent paper) for
tion are rented. Western Costume
"Becket" .
Co. in Los Angeles provided the
baron's and archbishop's costumes
for "Becket." A tabard (worn
over armor) used in the show was
worn by Errol Flynn. Large costuming companies make costumes
for professional shows and rent
them to amateur productions afStudent Senate passed a bill ter they have been used.
Wednesday establishing an ad hoc
Crews for each production are
committee to study the student chosen from the costun:ing, stagejudicial system.
craft, make-up, and lighting
The idea for the committee came classes. "The practical experience
from the Student Affairs Com- gained in working a show is very
mittee. It will investigate what v a I u a b I e," commented Carder
Senator Steve van Dresser calls Vaughn, a theater student.
"inconsistencies in the student
judicial system.''
LQQK
"This is not an original problem," said van Dresser. For
the last three years, student government has been rehashing the
judicial system.''
Van Dresser listed three examples of what he called "inconsistencies":
•problems in the judicial system brought up by the trial of
the three suspended students;
• the judicial differences in the
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410.
men's and women's dorms, and,
•there is no lower court to
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848 ·
try town students.

at

College of Santa Fe
with

Judicial Review
Called by Solons

The Blue Marble Faun
and

The Shandells

Der biggest name
in Hot Dogs! ..

'

:I

:II

''Dirty Water''
Buy Your Tickets
at
Lobo Varsity Shop

Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics

Saturday, Dec. 7, 8:00 P.M.

207 Dartmouth Dr., NE; 265-6761 Sponsored by Lyceum

CC:here once -was a *irl from Oantucf.tet,
Who found *olo ano cried, "I've strucf.t it."
C:Chen She dranf.t it ri*ht dO"Wn,
'Cause the *old that she found ·
Was colo, *olden ~chlitc0 in a buc~et.

Buy Your Tickets
at
Riedlings

P·hysical Education Complex

The best way to find out what the course is all
about is to attend an hour-long lesson. The
mini-lesson will introduce you to your classroom procedures. H will show you how we extend your retention and recall. It will give you
a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson
reading faster than when you came in.

New $15,000 Sound System Installed
5.00 .. 4.00- 3.00

FREE MINI-LESSON

(50c Student Discount on Advance Tickets)

Every Monday Night
S.U.B.-Room 250A 6:30p.m.
[1 ••••
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Mitchell's Gymnasts
Travel to Colorado
Coach Rusty Mitchell sends his
gymnastics team on its first road
tl'ip of the season Friday with a
'tl'tp to Boulder, Colo., for the
Colorado Invitational.
Ten schools are scheduled to
compete.
Mitchell will take a squad of
fifteen men on the trip, including
defending· WAC champions Rich
McConnell, Tom Galioto a n d
Stormy Eaton.
Mitcltell Happy
Mitchell was highly pleased
·with the performance of the three
in the Lobo intrasquad meet Nov.
18, along with that of high bar
specialist Bob Manna. Mitchell
'was also quite happy with his
team as a whole.
"The boys showed considerable

Lobo Swimmers
In Competition
Tonite, Saturday

improvement, much farther than
last year at this time," Mitchell
said.
McConnell who defends his
crown on the long horse, will al.
so compete on the parallel bars
this week, Galioto's specialty is
the side horse while Eaton's is
floor exel·cise.
Others Go Too
Also making the trip will be
Joe Kinkel, all- around; Jim
Royce, floor exercise; Bob Clayton, rings and high bar; Mike
Dyas, long horse and parallel bars;
Mike Dyas, long horse and parallel bars; John Charzuk, side
horse and parallel bars; Mark
Hopkins, all· around; Bill Parise,
rings; and Steve Sapperstein, high
bar.

The UNM swimming team opens
its 1968-69 season in a big way
this weekend, as tlte Lobos will
face Texas Tech Friday and Air
Force Academy (AFA) on Sat·
urdayurday. Both meets will be
held in the Johnson Gym pool.
The Tech meet will begin ai
7: 30 p.m. Friday, while the Air
Force affair is set for 2:30 p.m.
Saturday afternoon.
Coach Bob Barney's aqua men
have won all six previous contests with the Techsans, but will
have their work cut out Friday
as •rech will bring a large squad
~th several outstanding swimmers. Last year the Lobos won
on the strength of the final event.
"We h a v e every indication
that the meet will be as close as
last year," Barney said.
AF A, on the other hand, beat
the Lobos soundly last year and
will have to be considered a heavy
favorite on Saturday. The Cadet
squad is rated to be every bit as
potent this year.
-Coach Barney rated the AF A as
an "outstanding squad," and ex·
pressed his concern with Lobo fortunes because "we have a limited
squad with only seven swimmers
and t w o divers. However, we
have what I consider to be four
quality swimmers to bear the brunt
of the work load."
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''Where the Action Is"

NUMBER ONE RHYTHM &BLUES
CLUB WEST Of· THE MISSISSIPPI

. ENTERT.4INMENT NiGHTLY *
Did U know- that U CAN CUM 2 lEO'S
lA ROC, and listen to the Romantic,
Ench<:!nting, Invigorating music of the
LOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to8 p.m., at t~ 'Aft~rnoon
Club •• ~ •• & U know wh'!t? Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25¢ for ladies.
And· •••• 65-oz. Pitcher of Beer-97¢.
. C 0 M E· S E E U S ! .

!&$)41«

4100 CENTRAL SE
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Hey, the weekend
starts tonight
(and so do low
Long Distance rates)

[

Mary Sue Gaines, a parky junior from Roswell New Mexico,
wanted her picture taken on top
of the Lobo in front of Johnson
Gym, but this pose will do just
fine.
She is the corresponding secretary for the Chaparrals.
Mary Sue's activities include
Omega Psi Phi Sweetheart,
"Best-Dressed Coed" finalist in

A TO-Sponsored
Tournament Set

1967 and she is the sports manager for Buena Vida.
Miss Gaines was also elected
1968 UNM homecoming queen and
remained all smiles despite the
clobbering the Lobos took at the
hands of San Jose State.
One of her greatest ambitions
is to "travel all over the world."
Her "pet peeve" is phoney people who she refers to as "facepeople."
Mary Sue digs creative dances,
soul music, unusual people, fashion designing; and "sports of all
kinds.''
Lobo type "sports" dig her, too.

The first annual ATO Invitational Basketball Tournament,
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity, will be held .on December 10, 11, 12, and 16, in John·
son Gym.
The tournament will be held in
conjunction with the intramural
cJepartment, and features 12 fraternity teams as contestants. An
all-tournament team will be se·
lected.
Participating in the single-elim·
ination 16-bracket tourney (four
squads will receive first- round
byes), will be Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Phi Sigma Kappa,
Alpha Epsilon Pi, Pi Kappa Al·
pha, Sigma Chi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Omega Psi Phi,
Lambda Chi Alpha, and Alpha
Tau Omega.
Ron Becker, outstanding UNM
basketball player, will serve as
referee in the tournament. Becker
will join Intramural Director
Marv Heffington and Lobo sports
writer John Moser in the selection
of the all-tourney team.

q~
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Come in and select your Christmas
Cards from aur outstanding albums.
Personol attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
af Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 lomas NE

255-4969

FLAVOR
CRISP

Chick&.N
Full Course
Dinners
Chicken-Fish
Steak-Shrimp

CHICKEN SPECIAL
One Breast of Chicken
And One Drumstick or One Thigh
French Fried or Whipped Potatoes
Rolls, Cole Slaw and Honey

$1.10

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
Across from Campus-Central at Girard

(1-R) Popejoy HaU
From 7 PM Friday ·hight to 7 AM Monday morn·
• ing (including all day Saturday and all day Sunday) yco can call out of state anywhere in the
continehtal U.S. (ex.cept Alaska), talk for three
'
minutes, and PAY NO MORE THAN ONE BUCK!

Mountain States Telephone

@

Cultural Program Committee
presents
Kenneth Armstrong's Film Report

SOUTH VIETNAM
Fri. Eve., Dec. 6- 7:30 P.M.
Admission: $1.50 Adults, $1.25 Faculty 1 Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121
"
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Whew!
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
HONOLULU - New Mexico's
Greg Howard sank a key one and
one shot with 35 seconds left in the
game to help give the Lobos a
63-56 win over upstart Hawaii
here Thursday night.
Both teams square off in the
series finale tonight starting at
11 p.m. The game will again be
broadcast over KGGM radio.
Howard, who finished with only
nine points for the night, was
fouled by Hawaii's Burt Caldwell
with 35 seconds left on the clock.
Howard stepped up to the foul
line and sank both shots giving
the sluggish Lobos a 59-56 lead.
Howard got the ball again on a
Rainbow turnover with 21 seconds remaining and hit a jumper
to give UNM a 61-56 lead whic"h
sewed up the game.
Guard Ron Becker added two
free throws in the closing seconds to notch the Lobos' second
win of the season against no
defeats.
This contest turned out like
most typical Lobo road trips of
the past. The red towel gang of
coach Bob King had to battle its
way from scary deficits throughout the game. It wasn't until
Stretch sank those free throws in
the closing moments that fans

Lobos Win In Closing Seconds
HAWAII
Burt Caldwell
Bruce O'Neil
McKinley Reynolds
Paul Holiman
Eddie Agard
Tom Newell
Lewis Lillie
Tom Baird
Jim Nooley
Totals

fg ft-a pf tp
2
0·1
5 4
0
0..0
2
0
0
l-3
1
1
7
3-3
5 17
3
2-2
8
1
1
0·0
2
0
5
2·8
4 12
3
4-8 4 10
0-0
1
2
2
22 12-25 24 56

NEW MEXICO
Steve Shropshire
Greg Howard
Ron Sanford
Ron Becker
Petie Gibson
Willie Long
Dave Culver
Totals

fg

2

3
7

5

2
1
0
20

ft;..a pf tp
3-4
3
7
3-6
4
9
2-3
4 16
11·13 2 21
0-1
l
4
0-2
5 2
4·5
2
4
23-36 21 68

The surprising Rainbows were
paced by forward Paul Hoffman's
17 points. Hoffman, was instru·
mental in the Hawaii attack but
fouled out with moments to play,
putting a clamp on his teammates hopes for an upset win.
The biggest bulge Hawaii
built up was a six-point lead at
39-33 early in the second half.
But UNM, behind the ball-han-

dling· of Dave Culve1• and Petie
Gibson brought the Lobos out of
danger, enabling them to whittle
away at the Rainbow lead.
They took their first lead of the
second half with 13:50 to play on
a jumper by Willie Long. From
here on, UNM was in the game
until it surged ahead with seconds
to go,
Long, got into foul trouble

HENRVJS

could give a sigh of relief.
Hawaii, which opened its season, gave a surprising performance as it grabbed a lead with
6: 26 to go in the first half and
held it until 13 minutes remained
in the game. But the Rainbows
of coach Red Rocha hung on until the final moments.
The Lobos left a lot to be desired in their performance as
turnovers and missed shots played
a big part in their sluggish play.
Becker and Sanford led the Lobos
in double figure scoring. Becker
hit 11 of 13 field goals and five
field goals for 21 points. Sanford
had 16 for the cold-shooting
Lobos.

early. He had four fouls in the
first half, and was forced to play
cautiously the second before fouling out.
The Lobos got off to a quick
10-2 lead, but saw it drift away
as Hawaii closed the gap to 17-16
moments later. Lewis Little's two
free throws put the Rainbows
into the lead until late in the
game.

Special!
Vanilla Shakes

also

Kosher
Hot Dog
Reg. 25c

Reg. 25c

SUNDAY

all day
all night

19c

(Central location only)
Across from campus

15c

1916 Central SE
Open 11 to 11

How to brew
the King of Beers.

E lien Cullato n
UNMCandidate
For Grid Queen
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
UNM has another champion in
the making, and Lobo fans can
make her dream come true.
The potential champion comes
in a five-foot-two bundle of joy
by the name of Ellen Cullaton.
Ellen is in the running with 13
other girls representing 11 NCAA
conferences, major independents,
and college division schools for
the title of Centennial Football
Queen.
The December 6 issue of LIFE
Magazine has a two.page ad with
pictures of all 14 girls and a hal·
lot for fans to pick their favorites.
Chances May Be Slim
Ellen's chances may be slim
since she'll be in competition with
girls from the heavily populated
east and west coast schools, so
every UNM student is urged to
send in one or more ballots in support of Miss Cullaton. All ballots
have to be in by December 18.
Each of the contestants is a
champion in her own right. They
had to wade through competition
in their respective school's conference to advance this far. The
finalists were presented over nationwide TV, Saturday, Nov. 28
at halftime of the Notre DameS out h e r n California football
game.
Winner Announced Soon
The Queen will be announced
and crowned during half-time
ceremonies of the annual Shrine
East-West football game, Saturday, December 28. In Albuquerque it will be seen on KOAT-TV
Channel 7.
The queen will receive a $1,000
scholarship courtesy of the
NCAA. She'll also be given the
use of a 1969 Camaro Super Sport
convertible to use during her
reign. Both princesses will receive a $500 NCAA scholarshill•
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Ever wonder how Anheuser-Busch takes
the choicest hops, rice and best barley
malt-and turns it into the King of
Beers?
Best way to :find out is to visit one of

1. At the Iauter tanks, we cook
malt and rice to produce a clear
amber liquid called wort.
2. Then to the copper brew kettles,
where choicest imported and domestic hops are added to the wort
-which is cooked again.
3. Now, after cooling, the wort
flows into our own patented fermenters, where brewers' yeast
works to ferment natural sugars
into alcohol and C02 • This is where
wort becomes beer.
4. Most beers are finished now.
Not Budweiser. We ferment it
again, this time in special glass·
lined tanks partially filled with a

our breweries for a first-hand look. (The
pleasure will be mutual.)
Meanwhile, purely in the interest of
science and higher education, here's a
quick cram course.

dense lattice of beechwood strips.
(This is where Beechwood Ageing
comes in. It's a costly extra step,
but we think the difference it
makes in the taste and clarity of
Budweiser is worth it!) We add a
little freshly-yeasted wort to start
the second fermentation, and let
it "work."

5. The final step. The Budweiser
flows through a series of finishing
-filters just before we package it for
you in barrels, cans or bottles.
If that sounds like anybody could
brew Budweiser, forget it. It takes
a special kind of brewery (we have
the only six in the world that will

do), a brewmaster who puts his
heart and soul into brewing the
King of Beers, the choicest ingredients (the cost of which keeps our
treasurer awake at night}, and
thousands of brewery workers who
know Budweiser is the best reason
in the world to drink beer.
Next lesson? Well, we were going
to tell you how to drink Bud®.
But you know that.
Like to know more about brewing
in general and Bud in particular?
Write for our free booklet:
"Choicest Hops"
Box 8798

Jefferson Memorial Station
St. Louis, Missouri 63102

ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GROUPS!
Enter the '69 Inter·
collegiate Music Fes•
!ivai, co-sponsored
by the brewers of
Budweiser. Write:
I.M.F., Box 1275,
Leesburg, Fla. 32748.
ANHEUSER•BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS
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Pregnant: Brides Common

Says Sociology Professor
MIAMI BEACH (UPI) -About
half the women and three-fourths
of the men in America have full
sexual experiences before marriage, and one of every six brides
is pregnant, a Purdue University
professor told the American Medical Association (AMA) recently.
Dr. Harold T. Ch1·istensen, professor of sociology at Purdue, in
a report prepared for delivery at
the final day of the annual AMA
convention, estimated that:
-"Nearly one-fifth of unmartried college females and about
one-half of unmarried college
.males have at one time or another experienced .sexual rela tions."
-"In the general population,
approximately one-half of the females and three-fourths of the
.males have full sexual experience
oat sometime before marriage."
Many Brides Pregnant
-"In the neighborhood of onesixth of .all brides are pregnant
at the time of the wedding."

Christensen's report on new sex tive director of the New Yorkvalues prevailing among the na- based Sex Information and Edution's youth was one of a number cation Council of the United
States (SIECUS), spoke today
of papers presented today.
Christensen told the doctors on the need for increased sex eduthere is a "reasonable concensus cation Council of the United
among authorities that premarital olescent.
coitus in this country is increas"Many parents and citizens have
ing, especially among females and still to understand the dangers
most especially in relationships in- that lie in ignorance about sexvolving love andjor the promise ual matters," she said.
of marriage."
"Boards of education are now
The morning - long sex forum being
subjected to attacks on well
came as the American Osteopathic planned sex education programs
Association (AOA) rejected a from well - meaning but poorly
move by the AMA to facilitate informed citizens. In the next
membership in the medical or- years the physician has a clear
ganization for the nation's 13,000 obligation to make his voice heard
osteopaths.
in support of the efforts of the
Sex Education Needed
Dr. Mary S. Calderone, execu- educators."

Friday. Dec. 6
Job interviews for the Hawaii Department of Education: Placement Center.
Michael McClure, poetry rending; Anthropology Lecture Hall, 8 p.m.
Kenneth Armstrong, film-lecture on,
South Viet Nam; Popejoy Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $1.50 adults and fllCulty, $1 students and children.
Peace Corps placement language test;
Placement Center, 8 a.m.
Rodey Theater production of uBecket";
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3: 80 and 6 :30 p.m.
Movie: -Loves of a Blonde;' 7, 10 p.m.;
Union theater.
Art show; Anthropology Building, 7:30 to
8:00p.m.
Michael McClure to read his works; admission free; Anthropology Lecture Hnll; 8

;I

Fish Dinner Special
Every Friday All Day
Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet Deep fried to a
Golden Brown, Crisp French Fries, Tangy Tartar
Sauce and Toast

ONLY49c

***

Look for the Yell ow Roof

No Limit On Orders

Anthro Specimen

,,

By SUSAN SMITH
Staff Writer
Epilepsy to an epileptic is waking up on the sidewalk surrounded by curious onlookers, it is the
scream of sirens as he is being
sped to a hospital after a seizure,
it is 2,000,000 people in the U.S.
A six-member panel recently
met in the Moot Court Room of
the UNM Law School to discuss
the medical and legal implications
of epilepsy.
The discussion was moderated
by Robert Walker, associate .professor of law. Dr. Edward Liske,
director of the Convulsive Disorder Unit, UNM Sehool of Medicine, and Dr. Stephen Thompson,
of the department of neurology,
spoke on the medical problems of
an epileptic. J obn Viebranz, Tom
Emmerson and Duke Thornton,
all UNM l;w students, considered
the legal problems ·proposed in
Roscoe Barrow's, "Epilepsy and
the Law."
Epilepsy Definition
Dr Liske defined epilepsy as
"a symptom rather than a. disease. Anyone can have an epileptic fit, no . one is immune." He

A

Lobo Photo by Grant Hnrvey

The latest addition to the Anthro l\1useum, an obsolete vehicle
from an obscure civilization, waits
for the curator to date, clean, and
mount it.

The petition is to "support due
p1·ocess," said John Gillis, a predental student who is a member
of the Young Republicans.
"Gauge Reaction"
"We want to gauge the reaction of the student body to the
suspensions," Gillis said. "If there
is support for the action, we want
to tap it and make it something
tangible."
Gillis stressed that the group
was not "condemning the three
students."
"We think that there is another
voice on the unive1·sity campus,
and we feel it should express its
opinion," Gillis said.

Law School Panel
Examines Epilepsy

2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

Want Ads
FOUND
FOUND: In front of LOBO office, Bl?air of
lady's glasses. Owner may claim at :Rm.
159 Student Publioations.
FOR SALE
MINI-CYCLE for sale. Small, suitable for
campus, short trips. golf eolii'!!e. E~
nomical, 165 miles to the ga!!on. Valmobile. Best offer under $50 Eliot ffias•·
heim, 268-36552.
POPE PAUL poster 'The Pill is a No-No,''
African cbest sets, 1 asmine soap, wood
chimes. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central SE.
GE "'Swinger" portable tape recorders, AO..
DO Battery. Used, minor repairs needed.
$25. aeh. Call 277-2601 or see in Room
1134, Mesa Yist.. Hall.
ZENITH PORTABLE STEREO. Like new.
Two sproker unit. eaeh eont..ining 8 in.
& 4 in. speaker. Best offer•.Qall 268-8371
or 247-8705.
63 Volkswagen Sedan. Sunroof, radio. $750.
cash. Cont..ct: Vermont, Box 477, Placitas, New Mex. 87048.
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM, inclodes
amplifier, tuner, turnt..blc & speakers;
$200. Also for sale, eleetric portable
typewriter (Smith Corona 110) $130. Call
277-4461.
OORVAIR OWNERS
Spoke wheel hubcaps (four) for 13' wheelS. Half price,
like new. Call 242-6725 after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER WANTED by the week.
Must have own transportstion. Interested
persons please eont..ct Mrs. Angel at
2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 426, Bldg. 28.
SERVICES
TYPING- TERM PAPERS, theses, ete.
268·8908. 505·A Kentucky SE.
MJMEOGRAPHING--all kinds - reportsprograms • lett<tts • CHRISTMAS LET·
TERS - notices o! meetings • lessone.
Prompt-efficient-reasonable. Call 2567373.
TYPING done In my home. Speeial ex•
perience with scientific paperil. Close to
UNM. 265-4990•
PERSONALS
SAVINGS before student rates . increase
give gift subscriptions to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYBOY. Other mage.Zines availlable
(including :Esquire, Time & Atlas) at
student rates. American Bo.nk of Commere<! in SUB for detnil!l.
CHRISTMAS BRAND NAME Men's toiletries (Old Spice, Jade, ete.) wholesale
prices. Make your quick money on a legal
chain Jetter. Find out at 1!13 Cornell SE.
STUDENTS help your fellow students ..._.
Ignore the magazine ad in the student
director;v. Magazines at student rates
available nt s.u.B. branch of American
Bank of Commerce. Take t~ote that some
rates are going up - PLAYBOY &
NEWSWEEK wlll be 26 per cent higher
after Jun. 1.

One UNM student admits that
his main difficulty in securing
signatures to support the action
of the Student Standards Committee in suspending Allen Cooper, Larry Russeii, and Manuel
Wright has been his beard.
But for the approximately 100
other students collecting signatures, response generally bas been
"very good," said Nooley Reinhardt, one of the initiators of the
project.
Signatures are being collected
by the Young Republicans and by
a group of students led-· by Reinhardt and Mike Goodart. The two
groups combined efforts last week.

Country Barn

2603.

":.t

OLDTOWN

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

·A gymnastic clinic will be held
on Saturday, Dec. 21, from 9:30
to 11 a.m. in the auxiliary gym of
Johnson gym.
The clinic, co-sponsored by the
UNM women's gymnastic team
and the Heights gymnastic team
of Albuquerque, will be in the
form of a lecture-demonstration.
the clinic may be obtained by contacting H e i g h t s gymnastic
coach, Graham Bartlett, at 2656971, or Betty Benison, UNM
women's gymnastic coach at 277-

U Standards Decision
Gets Groups' Support

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

Cathy O'Connor is winner of
the Mirage cover design contest.
Kathy's design was chosen from
approximately 20 entries submitted.

manhunt
explodes
with
shock a:nd
excitement!
COLUMBIA PIUI'URES presents
TilE SAM SPIEGEL I ANAWLE LITVAK rloduction or

THE
Dll=

THE

added that the forms seizures
can take are limitless. "There
are 10,000,000 epileptics in the
world and they cost the government $60,000,000 annually," Liske
said.
John Viebranz said. "Historically, epilepsy has been considered hereditary". Only a three to
five per cent hereditary factor is
shown now. "Eugenic marriage
and sterilization laws therefore
were supposed to decrease reproduction of epileptics," he said.
Vicbranz said he found that ten
years ago, 17 stat{ls i)rohibitcd
epileptics to marry. He said there
arc now three states, North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia,
that still prohibit epileptics to
marry.
"The stigma on epilepsy is still
the biggest problem," Duke
Thornton said. "At -present 14
states still have sterilization laws
on the books. This often results
in maladjustment for the epileptic," he said.
Seizure Control
Dr. Thompson said the best
pharmacologic agents are used to
(continued on page 4)
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PETER O'TOOLE· OMAR SiiARIF ·TOM COURTENAY
DONALD
PLEASENCE ·JOANNA PETIET•PHIUPPE NOIRET
ADAPTED FOR THE SCREEN BV JOSEPH KESSEL AND PAUL OEHN • ADDITIONAL DIALOGUE BY PAUL OEHN
slmia,

MUSIC BV MAURICE JARRE • PRODUCED BY SAM SPfEGEL • DIRECTED BY ANATOLE LITVAK j,li'i!)
A HORIZON·FILMSONOR CO·PRODUCl}ON ~.fiLMED lriPANAVISIONC'l olECHNICQ~C!!!IY-·
• ~J
S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6&9

J.D. REQUIRED
50¢

I

Don
Pan·cho's
All
2108 C•Wal S E
241·4414 .
T~ea!re

All types of students have signed the petitions, Gillis stressed.
But one thing the signers have in
common is "faith in the structure of the student government
and the legal system of the university," he said.
Gillis explained that one signer
told him that he had "a fairly
left philosophy," but that he did
support the action of Student
Standards. Other signers have admitted that they did not support
the suspensions when they were
made by the administration, but
they did support the suspensions
made by Standards, Gillis added.
Support Actio~
Also, some signers said that
although they support the action
of the Student Standards Committee, they feel the penalty was
too harsh, said Gillis.
The students will be seeking
signatures from UNM students
through Friday, Dec. 13. Anyone
interested in signing the petitions
should go to one of the doors to
the Union where students with
petitions are stationed throughout the day.
The petition, "A Vote of Confidence," reads:
"We, the undersigned students
and faculty of UNM, support the
(Continued on page 2)
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Students To 'Vote Friday
UNM students will elect 10 new
senators and vote "yes'' or "no"
on five questions Friday, Dec. 13.
Senator Tony Olmi, chairman
of the elections committee, reports
there are 34 students running for
the Senate positions, This is "by
far" more candidates than have
run for office in any recent December election, Olmi said.
On Tuesday night from 8 to
10 p.m. there will be an open
forum for all candidates in the
north ballroom of the Union.
Each candidate will be allowed to
make a short speech, and there
will be a question and answer
period, Olmi said.
Cheerleaders, Chaparrals
Two of the questions concern
the cheerleaders and the chaparrals. Question number four
reads, "Are, you. satisfied with the
present performance of the cheerleaders?"
And question number five says,
"Are you satisfied with the present performance of the chaparrals?"
One question is primarily designed to serve as a guide for

Students on the third floor of
Mesa Vista dormitory were awakened at 4 a.m. Friday by an explosion.
The cause of the explosion is
unknown. It put a two-and-a-half
foot wide hole in the door of Bruce
Hollingsworth and Bruce Smith's
room.
Head resident for Mesa Vista,
Harold Menninger, did not comment because he was afraid that
any publicity on the incident
would cause "the guilty party to
'to sec1
'"
go m
us10n.
Before the explosion occurred,
there were several signs and postPlease folks, there must be an ers on the door. The explosion
to fall off exeasier way to get out of your caused all of them
. h. says, "Leve."
cept for one wh tc

room.

Mesa Vista Tree

Mesa Vista residents are decorating this tree which was put up
in front of the dorm Friday
evening.

34 Run for Senate

Door Blo~t~n Up
In Men's Dorm

Saturday Midnight
NUDE REsTAURANT by Andy Warhol
starring Viva, Taylor Mead, and Julian Burroughs.
. "Whether she is putting on Joe Spencer in BIKE BOY or talki)fg non- stop
in NUDE RESTAURANT about the priest who tried to seduce her, Viva is
in some essential way the ultimate Warhol woman. " - Sally Kempton,
Village Voice
"Nude Restaurant is a comedy of manners. A confrontation tha reminded
me how dead most movies are to the diversity of contemporary styles of
manner and speech and the surprising energies their collision can release. "
·
. - Janes stoller, 'Vil!age VoJ.ce
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Dance; unounty Hunters, u 75 cents stag,
$1 drag; Newman Centeri 8 p.m.
.
Student Affairs Committee meeting w•th

***

• ,f

Capt. Kenneth Brown of Navy ROTC a!'d
Jack Cairns director of campus securtty
and police; 'Administration Building 161;
2 :30 p.m.
ed
t"
OpEin forwn discussion on
uca 100 or
training; Luther House. 1805 Las Lomas
N.E.; 7:30 p.m.
Peace Corps meeting-Teunion; all Peace
Corps returnees invited to attend; Room
127, IIi way House Motel; 8 p.m.

p.m ..

Students interested in helping
to obtain the tree that is to
stand on the Mesa Vista lawn
facing the Union are asked to
meet in the Mesa Vista lobby at
8 a.m. Saturday. Rides will be
furnished and the group plans
to be back at noon. There will
be a tree lighting ceremony on
the Mesa Vista lawn facing the
Union Monday night at 7 p.m.

I!
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student lobby action, Olmi said.
Question number thrl'e, reads,
"Do you wish to see the voting
age lowered to 18?"
Student lobbyists bad asked
that two other questions be included on the ballot, but the senate felt that the items would be
misinterpreted by the public and
. would prejudice the work on
lowering the voting age.
The questions which the student lobby wanted included concerned the establishment of a
state commission on marijuana.

One asked the student what he
felt was most important: the
work on the lowering of the voting age or trying to establish a
marijuana commission.
Another question involves. a
constitutional amendment whtch
would limit the power of the election committee. As the constitution reads now, the four senators
on the elections committee have
absolute power to establish election rules. "The amendment will
take the power from the commit( Continued on page 2)

High School Leaders
To Get Scholarships
New Mexico high school leaders financially unable to attend
college will be granted scholarships to UNM.
The leadership-scholarship committee' plans to establish scholarships for 15 New Mexico freshmen who show leadership poten·
tial, Tom Hogg, chairman said.
"There is a need for people who
can communicate with the community, students, and the administration," Hogg said. "This need
is especially present on the UNM
campus.''
A first, as far as the scholarship committee. members know,
the program will offer $1,000 per
year to 15 carefully screened students. Scholarships will continue
for each student for four years.
At the end of each year, however, activities of the scholarship
recipient will be reviewed.
Hogg emphasized the "enormous potential of the program."
He said, "If this program is successful at UNM, it will probably
be adopted by other colleges and
universities throughout the country." To assure success of the
scholarship, a campaign to raise
funds is being launched. Approximately $15,000 is needed this

year. A total of $60,000 must be
raised to maintain the program.
Members of the committee plan
spealdng engagements to civic
groups honoraries and Student
Senate' in hopes of gaining financial support for the project.
The scholarship plan is:
• open only to freshmen;
• to attract leaders to UNM,
• evaluation of the student, including grade point, family earnings recommendations from the
com~unity and school, interests
and activities.
Interested students will fill out
an application form giving the
committee an insight into what
he feels, for example, arc the ethical responsibilities of a leader.
Applications will be due Feb.
1 and will then be evaluated by
the scholarship committee. Approximately 30 students will be
brought to Albuquerque for personal interviews. The committee
then will determine the 15 scholarship recipients for the 1969-70
school year.
.
Publicity for the program Will
include pamphlets and contact
with high schools in New Mexico. "Response so far has been
tremendous," Hogg said.
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